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1

AN

UNFORTUNATE MOTHER'S

A D V ICE, & c .

MY DEAR JENNY,

Was there any probability that a let

ter from me would be permitted to reach

your hand alone, I ſhould not have cho

ſen this leaft eligible method of writing to

you :-The public is no way concerned

in family - affairs, and ought not to be

A 4



8 AN UNFORTUNATE MOTHER'S

made a party in them ; -but my circum

ſances are ſuch as lay me under a neceſ

fity of either communicating my ſenti

ments to the world, or of concealing them

from you :-The latter would, I think, be

the breach of an indiſpenſable duty ,--

which obliges me to wave the impropriety

of the former .

A long train of events, of a moſt ex

traordinary nature, conípired to remove

you, very early, from the tender care of

an affectionate mother :-You were then

too young to be able to form any right

judgment of her conduct, and ſince that

time it is very probable that it has been

repreſented to you in the moſt unfavour

able light. The general prejudice a



ADVICE TO HER DAUGHTERS. g

gainſt me I never gave myſelf the uſeleſs

trouble of any endeavour to remove.-- I

do not mean to infer from hence , that

the opinion of others is of no material

conſequence on the contrary, I would.

adviſe you always to remember, that,

next to the conſciouſneſs of acting right,

the public voice ſhould be regarded, and

to endeavour, by a prudent behaviour~

( even in the moſt trifling inſtances)- to

ſecure it in your favour. The being edu

cated in a different opinion was a mis

fortune to me.--I was early and wiſely

taught, that virtue was the one thing ne

ceſſary, and without it no happineſs could

be expected either in this, or in any future

ſtate of exiſtence : -- But, with this good

principle, a miſtaken one was at the fame

+



Іо AN UNFORTUNATE Mother's

time inculcated, namely, That the ſelf

approbation, ariſing from conſcious vir

tue, was alone fufficient ; and that the

cenfures of an ill-natured world, (ever

ready to calumniate) when not founded

on truth, were beneath the concern of a

perſon, whoſe actions were guided by the

ſuperior motive of obedience to the will

of Heaven : This notion, ſtrongly im

bibed before Reaſon had gained fufficient

ſtrength to diſcover its fallacy, was the

cauſe of an inconſiderate conduct in my

ſubſequent life, which marked my cha- .

racter with a diſadvantageous impreſſion ,

To you I Mall ſpeak with the moſt un

reſerved fincerity, not concealing a fault

which you may profit by the knowledge

of -- and therefore I freely own, that in

a



Advice to her DAUGHTERS. II

my younger years, fatisfied with keep

ing ſtrictly within the bounds of vir

tue, I took a fooliſh pleaſure in exceed .

ing thoſe of prudence, and was ridicta

louſly vain of indulging a latitude of be

haviour, into which others of my age were

afraid of launching. But then, in juſtice

to myſelf, I muſt at the ſame time de- .

clare, that this freedom was only taken in

public company ; -- and, ſo extremely cau

tious was I of doing any thing ihat ap

peared to me ajuſt ground for cenſure, I

call Heaven to witneſs, your father was

the firſt man whom I ever made any pri

vate affignation with, or even met in a

room alone : -- Nor did I take that liber

ty with him, until the moſt ſolemn mu

tual engagement (the matrimonial cere

1



12 AN UNFORTUNATE MOTHER'S

mony) had bound us to each other

My behaviour then, he has ſince fré

quently acknowledged, fully convinced

ħim I was not only innocent of any
cri

minal act, but of every vitious thought;

and that the outward freedom of my de

portment proceeded merely from a great

gaiety of temper, and, from a very high

flow of fpirits, never broke ( if the expref

fion may be allowed ) into the formal

rules of decorum.

a

To ſum up the whole in a few words ,

my private conduct was what the fevereſt

prude could not condemn ; my public,

ſuch as the moſt finiſhed coquette alone

would have ventured upon : -- The latter

only could be known to the world, and;
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conſequently, from thence muſt their opi

nion be taken . You will therefore eaſily

be ſenſible, that it would not be favour

able to me; -on the contrary , it gave a

general prejudice againſt me ; and this has

been ſince made uſe of as an arguinent to

gain credit to the malicious falſehoods

laid to mycharge .For this reaſon— ( con

vinced by long experience that the greater

part of mankind are ſo apt to receive, and

and fo willing to retain a bad impreſſion

of others, that, when it is once eſtabliſh

ed, there is hardly a poſſibility of remo

ving it through life)—I have, for ſome

years paſt, filently acquieſced in the diſ

penſations ofProvidence,without attempt

ing any juſtification of myſelf ; -- and, be

ing conſciousthat the infamous aſperſions
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caſt on my character were not founded on

truth, I have fat down content with the

certainty of an open and perfect acquittal

of all vitious diſpoſitions, or criminal con

duct, at that great day, when all things

Thall appear as they really are, and when

both our actions, and the moſt ſecret mo.

tives for them , will be made manifeſt to

men and angels.

HAD your father been amongſt the

number of thoſe who were deceived by

appearances, I ſhould have thought it my

duty to leave no method uneſfayed to clear

myſelf in his opinion ; ~ abut that was not

the caſe:He knows that many of thoſe

appearances, which have been urged againſt

me, I was forced to ſubmit to , not only
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from his direction, but by his abſolute

command ; which, contrary to reaſon and

to my own intereſt, I was for more than

twelve years weak enough implicitly to

obey :-- and that others, even ſince our ſe

paration, were occaſioned by ſome parti

cular inſtances of his behaviour, which

rendered it impoſſible for me to act with

ſafety in any other manner . - To him I

appeal for the truth of this aſſertion , who

is confcious of the meaning, which may

be hereafter explained to you.--Perfe£tly

acquainted with my principles and with

my natural diſpoſition, his heart, I am con

vinced , never here condemned me.

Being greatly incenſed that my father's

will gave to me an independent fortune,-

which will, he imagined, I was acceffary

!



16 AN UNFORTUNATE MOTHER'S

to, or at leaſt, that I could have prevent

ed ; he was thereby laid open to the arts

of deſigning men, who, having their own

intereſt ſolely in view , worked him up into

a deſire of revenge and from thence, up

on probable circumſtances, into a public

accuſation : -- Though that public accuſa

tion was ſupported only by the fingle teſti

mony ofa perſon, whoſe known falſehood

had made him a thouſand times declare,

that he would not credit her oath in the

moſt trifling incident ; yet, when he was

diſappointed of the additional evidence he

might have been flattered with the hope ·

of obtaining, it was too late to recede.

This I ſincerely believe to be the truth

of the caſe, though I too well know his

tenacious temper, to expect a preſent ju

I



ADVICE TO HER DAUGHTERS. 17

ſtification : -- but whenever he ſhall arrive

on the verge of eternity -- if Reaſon

holds her place at that awful moment,

and if Religion has then any power on

his heart-I make no doubt, he will at

that time acquit me to his children, and

with truth he muſt then confeſs, that no

part of my behaviour tohim ever deſerved

the treatment I have met with .--Sorry

ám I to be under the neceſſity of pointing ,

out faults in the conduct of another,

which are, perhaps, long ſince repented of,

and ought in that tale to be as much for

goiten, as they are moſt truly forgiven :

Heaven knows, that, fo far from retaining

any degree of reſentment in my heart, the

perfon breathes not whom I wiſh to hurt,

or to whom I would not this moment

B

1



18 AN UNFORTUNATE MOTHER'S

render every ſervice in my power . The

injuries which I have ſuſtained , had I no

children , ſhould contentedly be buried

filence, until the great day of retribution ;

but, in juſtice to you, to them, and tomy

ſelf, it is incuinbent on me, as far as poſ

fible, to efface the falſe impreſſions which ,

by ſuch filence, might be fixed on your

mind, and on thoſe of your brothers and

fiſters, whom I include with you . To

this end, it will be neceffary to enter into

a circumſtantial hiſtory of near fifteen

years, full of incidents of a nature ſo un

common , as to be ſcarcely credible.-

This, I am convinced, will effectually

clear me, in your opinions, of the imputa

tions I now lie under, and it will prove,

almoſt to a demonſtration, the true cauſe
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of thoſe proceedings againſt me that were

couched under pretendedmotives,-as in

jurious to my reputation as they were falſe

in themſelves. But this muſt be deferred

ſome time longer ;-- you are all yet too

young to enter into things of this kind,

or to judge properly of them . When

a few years ſhall, by ripening your under

ſtandings, remove this objection , you ſhall

be informed of the whole truth without

diſguiſe or partiality. Till then , ſuſpend

your belief of all that may have reached

your ears with regard to me, andwait the

knowledge of thoſe facts, which my future

letter will reveal for your information.

?

Thus much I thought it neceſſary to

premiſe concerning myſelf, though fo

B 2



20 AN UNFORTUNATEMOTHER'S

reign to the deſign of this epiftle ; which is

only to remind you, that you have ſtill an

affectionate mother, who is anxious for

your welfare, and deſirous of giving you

ſome advice with regard to your conduct

in life. I would lay down a few precepts

for you , which, if attended to, will ſupply

(as far as it is in my power to ſupply ) the

deprivation of a conſtant, tender, måternal

care. The addreſs is to you in particular,

your ſiſters.being yet too young to receive

it, but my intention is for the equalſervice

of you all . 2

You are juſt entering, my dear girl,

into a world full of deceit and falſehood,

where few perſons or things appear as

they really are . Vice hides her deformity
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with the borrowed garb of Virtue; and,

though eaſily diſcernible by the unbeco

ining awkwardneſs of her deportment

under ii, the paíſes on thouſands undetec

ted . Everypreſentpleaſure uſurps the

naine of happineſs, and as ſuch deceives

the unwary purſuer. Thus one general

maik diſguiſes the whole face of things,

and it requires a long experience, and a

penetrating judginent, to diſcover the

truth . --- Thrice happy thoſe whoſe do

cile tempers improve from the inſtruc

tions of maturer age, and who thereby at

tain ſome degree of this neceſſary know

ledge, while it may be uſeful in dire ting

their condut !

The turn which your mind may now

B3



22 AN UNFORTUNATE MOTHER'S

take, will fix the happineſs or miſery of

your future life ;-and, I am too nearly

concerned for your welfare, not to be inoſt

anxiouſly ſolicitous that you may be early

led into ſo juſt a way of thinking as will

be productive to you of a prudent, rational

behaviour, and which will ſecure to you

a laſting felicity . You were old enough,

before our feparation, to convince me that

Heaven had not denied you a good natu

ral underſtanding.-- This, if properly

cultivated , will ſet you above that trifling

diſpoſition, too common among the fe

male world, which makes youth ridicu.

lous, maturity inſignificant, and old age

contemptible !-- It is, therefore, needleſs to

enlarge on that head, ſince Good - ſenſe is

there the beſt adviſer ;-and, without it,
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all admonitions or directions on the ſub

ject would be as fruitleſs, as to lay down

rules for the conduct or for the actions of

an idiot.

THERE is no room to doubt but that

fufficient care will be taken to give you a

polite education ; -yet, a religious one is

of ftill greater conſequence :-Neceſſary as

the former is toward your making a pro

per figure in the world, and for your be

ing well accepted in it ; the latter is yet

more ſo, as that only can ſecure to you the

approbation of the greateſt and beſt of

Beings, on whoſe favour depends your

everlaſting happineſs.-—-Let therefore

your duty to God be ever the first and

principal object of your care : -- As your

B4
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1

Creator and Governor, he claims adora

tion and obedience ;-- as your Father and

and Friend, he demands ſubmiſſive duty

and affection .Remember that, from

this common Parent of the univerſe, you

received your life;-that, to his general

providence, you own the continuance of

it ; -and, to his bounty, you are indebted

for all the health , eaſe, advantages, or en

joyments which help to make that life

agreeable. --A ſenſe of benefits received

naturally inſpires a grateful diſpoſition ,

with a deſire of making ſuitable returns :

-All that can here be made for innume :

rable favours, every moment beſtowed, is

a thankful acknowledgment and a will

ing obedience ;-in theſe be never want

ing . --Make it an invariable rule to begin
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.

and to end the day,with a ſolemn-addreſs

to the Deity. I mean not by this, what

is commonly, with too much propriety,

called ſaying of prayers, namely a cuſto

inary repetition of a few good words ,

without either devotion or attention

than which nothing is more inexcuſable

and affrontive to the Deity: It is theho

inage
of the heart that can alone be ac

cepted by him . Expreſſions of our abfo

lute dependence on, and of our entire re

fignation to him-thankſgivings for the

mercies already received - petitions for

thoſe bleſſings it is fit for us to pray for

and interceſſions for all our fellow -crea

tures-compoſe the principal parts of this

duty ;--which may be compriſed in very

few words, or may be more enlarged up
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S

on, as the circumſtances of time and dif

poſition may render moſt ſuitable : For it

it is not the length, but the fincerity and

attention of our prayers, that will make

them efficacious. A goodheart, joined to

a tolerable underſtanding, will feldom be

at a loſs for proper words, with which to

clothe theſe ſentiments ; and all perſons

being best acquainted with their own par

ticular circumſtances, may reaſonably be

ſuppoſed beſt qualified for adapting their

petitions and acknowledgments to them :

But for thoſe, who are of a different opi

nion , there are many excellent forms of

prayer already compoſed ; -- amongit theſe,

none, that I know of, are equal to Dr.

Hoadley's ( tive late Biſhop of Wincheſter.)

which Irecommend to your peruſal and
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uſe:--- in the preface to them , you will

find better instructions on this head than

I am capable of giving, and to theſe I re

fer you .

It is acknowledged that our petitions

cannot in any degree alter the intention of

a Being, who is in himſelf invariable, and

without a poſſibility of change ; all that

can be expected from them is , that, by

bettering ourſelves, they will render us

more proper objects of his favourable re

gard : -- And this muſt neceffarily be the

reſult of a ſerious, regular, and conſtant

diſcharge of this branch of our duty ;

for it is ſcarcely poſſible to offer up our

încere and fervent devotions to Heaven ,

every morning and evening, without lea
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.

ving on our minds ſuch uſeful impreſſions

as will naturally diſpoſeus to aready and ,

cheerful cbedience, and will inſpire a filial

fear of offending;--the beſt ſecurity virtue

can have. As you value your own hap
.

pineſs, let not the force of bad exainples

ever leadyou into an habitual diſuſe ofſecret

prayer; nor let an unpardonable negligence

ſo far prevail on you as to makeyou reſt fa

tisfied with a formal, cuſtomary, inattentive

repetition offomewell chofen words: Let

your heart and attention always go with

your lips, and experience will foon con

vince you , that this permiſſion of addref

fing the Supreme Being is the inoſt valu

able prerogative of human nature ;-the

chief, nay, the only ſupport under all the

ditreffcs and calamities to which this ſtate
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of fin and mifery is liable ; --- the higheſt

rationalfatisfaction the mindis capable of,

on this ſide the grave,-- and the beſt pre

parative for everlaſting happineſs beyond

it. This is a duty ever : in your own

power, and therefore you only will be cul

pable by the omiſſion of it . Public wor

fhip may not always be fo ; but, when

ever it is, do not wilfully neglect the fer-

: vice of the church , at leaſt on Sundays;

and let your behaviour there be adapted to

the folemnity of the place, and to the in

tention of the meeting: Regard nei

ther theactions, nor the dreſs of others;

let not your eyes rove in ſearch of ac

quaintance, but in the time of divine fer

vice avoid , as inuch as poſſible, all com

pliinental civilities, of which there is
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too great an intercourſe in moſt of our

churches ;-remember that your only bu

ſineſs there is to pay a ſolemn act of de-'

votion to Almighty God ; and let every

part of your conduct be ſuitable to this

great end. If you hear a good ſermon,

treaſure it in your memory, that you

may reap all the benefit it was capable of

imparting:-Ifbutan indifferent one, there

muſt be ſome good things in it ;-retain

theſe, and let the remainder be buried in

oblivion .-- Ridicule not the preacher, who

no doubt has done his beſt, and who is

rather the object of pity, than of con

tempt, for having been placed in a ſitua

tion of life, to which his talents were not

equal:- he may perhaps be a good man,

though he is not a great orator .
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I WOULD alſo recommend to you the

early and frequent participation of the

communion, or, what is commonly cell

ed, receiving the facrament, as the indir

penſable duty of every Chriſtian . There is

no inſtitution of our religion more fimple,

plain , and intelligible than this is , as de

livered to us by our Saviour: and moſt of

the elaborate treatiſes written on the ſub

ject have ſerved only to puzzle and di

fturb weak minds, by throwing the dark

veil of Superſtition and of human Inven- ,

tion over a plain poſitive command, given

by him in ſo explicit a manner as to be

eaſily comprehended by the meaneſt ca

pacity, and which is doubtleſs in the

power of all his ſincere followers to pay

an acceptable obedience to.-- Nothing
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has more contributed to the neglect of this

duty than the numerous well - meaning

books that have been written to enjoin

a month's, or a week's preparation as pre

viouſly neceſſary to the due performance

of it, by which means filling the minds

of many with needleſs terror, --putting

it even out of the power of ſome to re

ceive it at all,-- and inducing great num

bers to reſt ſatisfied with doing it only

once or twice in a year, on ſome high fe

ſtival :-whereas it was certainly the con

fiant cuſtom of the apoſtles and primitive

Chriſtians, on every Sunday,—and it

ought to be received by us, as often as it is

adminiſtered in the church we frequent

which in moít places is but once in a

inonth .--Nor do I think it excuſable, at

/

2
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any time, to turn our backs upon the table

we ſee prepared for that purpoſe, on pre

tence of not being fit to partake worthily

of it : The beſt, the only true preparation

for this, and for every other part of religi

ous duty, is a good and virtuous life, by

which the mind is conſtantly kept in ſuch

a devotional frame, as to require but a

little recollection to be ſuited to any par

ticular act of worſhip or of obedience,

that may occaſionally offer; and, without

a good and virtuous life, there cannot be

a greater, or more fatal miſtake then to

ſuppoſe, that a few days or weeks ſpent in

humiliation and prayer, will render us at

all the more acceptable to the Deity, or

that we ſhould be thereby better fitted for

any one inſtance of that duty, which we

с
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muſt univerſally pay, to be either appro

ved by him , or to be advantageous to our

ſelves: I would not, therefore, adviſe

you to read any of thoſe weekly prepara

tives, which are too apt to lead the mind

into error, by teaching it to reſt in a mere

ſhadow of piety, wherein there is nothing

rationally ſatisfactory. The beſt books

which I have ever met with on this ſub

ject, are Biſhop Hoadley's Plain Account

of the Nature and End of the Sacrament of

the Lord's Supper, and Nelson's Great

Duty of frequenting the Chriſtian Sacrifice.

- To the former are annexed the prayers

which I before mentioned ; they are well

worth your attentive perufal ; --the deſign

of the inſtitution is therein fully explain

ed, agreeable both to ſcripture and to rea
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fon, ſtripped of that veil of myſtery, which

has been induſtriouſly thrown over it, by

deſigning or by miſtaken men ; and it is

there laid as plainly open to every capacity

as it was at firſt left us by our great Ma

fler .---- Read theſe books with due atten

tion , you will there find every neceſſary

inſtruction concerning the rite, and every

reaſonable inducement to the conſtant

and conſcientious performance of it.

The fincere practice of religious duties,

naturally leads to the proper diſcharge of

the ſocial; which may be all comprehend

ed in that one great general rule of doing

unto others as you would they should do unto

you but of theſe, more particularly

hereafter. I ſhall firſt give you my advice

C2
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a

concerning employment, lit being of great

momentto ſet out in life in ſuch a method

as may beuſeful to yourſelf, and beneficial

to others.

TIME is invaluable, its loſs is irretrieve

able ! the remembrance ofhaving made an

ill uſe of it muſt be one of the ſharpeft

tortures to thoſe who are on the brink of

eternity ? and, what can yield a more un

pleaſing retroſpect, than wholeyears idled

away in an irrational infignificant man

ner ? Examples of which are continually

before our eyes ! Look on every day as a

blank ſheet of paper put into your hands

to be filled up ; remember the characters

will remain to endleſs ages, and that they

never can be expunged. Be careful, there
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fore, not to write any thing but what you

may read with pleaſure a thouſand years

after. I would not be underſtood in a ſenfe

ſo Atrict as might debar you from any in

nocent amuſement, ſuitable to your age,

and agreeable to your inclination :-Diver

fions, properly regulated, are not only al

lowable, they are abſolutely neceſſary to

youth , and are never criminal but when

taken to exceſs ; that is, when they en

groſs the whole thought,when they are

made the chief buſineſs of life ; they then

give a diſtaſte to every valuable employ

ment, and, by a ſort of infatuation, leave

the mind in a ſtate of reſtleſs impatience

from the concluſion of one until the com

mencement of another . This is the un

fortunate diſpoſition of many ; guard moſt

C3
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carefully againſt it, for nothing can be ata

tended with morepernicious conſequences .

A little obſervation will convince you,

that there is not, among the human ſpe .

cies, a ſet of more miſerable beings than

thoſe who cannot live out of a conſtant

ſucceſſion of diverſions; theſe people have

no comprehenſion of the more ſatisfactory

pleafure to befound in retirement; thought

is inſupportable, and conſequently folitude

muſt be intolerable to them : they are a

burden to themſelves, and are a peſt to

their acquaintance, by vainly ſeeking for

happineſs in company, where they are ſel

dom acceptable. I ſay vainly, for true

happineſs exiſts only in the mind, nothing

foreign can give it : The utmoſt to be

attained , by what is called a gay life, is a

1

1
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fort forgetfulneſs of miſery, to be felt

with accumulated anguish in every inter

val of reflection . This reſtleſs temper is

frequently the product of a too cager pur

ſuit of pleaſure in the early part of, life, to

the neglect of thoſe valuable improve

ments which would lay the foundation of

a more ſolid and permanent felicity.-

Youth is the ſeaſon for diverſions, but it

is alſo the ſeaſon for acquiring knowledge,

for fixing uſeful habits, and for laying in

a ſtock of ſuch well-choſen materials, as

may grow into a ſerene happineſs, which

will increaſe with every added year of life,

and will bloom in the fulleit perfection

at the decline of it . The great art of edu .

cation conſiſts in aſſigning to each its

proper place, in fuch a manner that the

C4
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one ſhall never become irkſome by in

trenching on the other. Our ſeparation

having taken from me the pleaſing taſk of

endeavouring, to the beſt of my ability, to

to ſuit them occaſionally , as might be moft.

conducive both to your profit and plea

fure, it only remains for me to give you

general rules, which , indeed, accidents

may make it neceſſary ſometimes to vary:

Thoſe, however, muſt be left to your

own diſcretion , and, I am convinced, that

you
have a ſufficient ſhare of underſtand.

ing to be very capable of making advan

tageouſly ſuch caſual regulations to your

ſelf, if the inclination is not wanting.

It is an excellent method to appropri.

ate the morning wholly to improvements
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the afternoon may then be allowed to di

verſions. Under the laſt head, I place

company, books of the amuſing kind , and

entertaining productions of the needle, as

well as plays, balls , cards, &c . which

more commonly go by the name of diver

fions: the afternoon, and evening till

ſupper, may by theſe be employed with

innocence and propriety ; but let not one

of them ever be ſuffered to intrude on the

former part of the day, which ſhould be

always devoted to more uſeful employ

ments. One half hour, or more, either

before or immediately after breakfaſt, I

would have you conſtantly give to the at

tentive peruſal of ſome rationally pious

author, or to ſome part of the New Te

ſtament, with which, and indeed with the
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whole fcripture, you ought to make your

ſelf perfectly acquainted , as the baſis on

which your religion is founded . From

this practice, you will reap more real be

nefit than can be ſuppoſed by thoſe who

have never made the experiment. The

other hours may be divided amongſt thoſe

neceſſary and polite acquiſitions which are

ſuitable to your ſex , age, and rank in life.

Study your own language thoroughly, that

you may ſpeak correctly, aud write gram

matically: Do not content yourſelf with

the common uſe of words, which cuſtom

has taught you from the cradle, but learn

from whence they are derived , and what

are their proper ſignifications. - French

you ought to be as well acquainted with

as withEngliſh ;-and Italian might,with

2
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out much difficulty, be added. Ac

quire a good knowledge of hiſtory — that of

your own country, firſt, then of the other

European nations : Read thein not with a

view to amuſe, but to improve your mind ;

and to that end make reflections on what

you have read , which may be uſeful to

yourſelf, and will render your
converſation

agreeable to others. Learn ſo much of

Geography, as to form a juſt idea of the

ſituation of places, mentioned in any aụ.

thor, and this will make hiſtory more en

tertaining to you.

1

It is neceſſary for you to be perfect in .

the four firſt rules of Arithmetic ; more,

you can never have occaſion for,-and

the mind ſhould not be burdened with
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needleſs application . Muſic and Draw

ing are accompliſhments well worth the

trouble of attaining, if your inclination

and genius lead to either, -- if not, do not

attempt them ; for it will be only much

time and great labour unprofitably thrown

away; it being next to impoſſible to arrive

at any degree of perfection in thoſe arts,

by the dint of perſeverance only, if a good

ear and a native genius be wanting. The

ſtudy of Natural Philoſophy, you will find

both pleaſing and inſtructive ;umpleaſing,

from the continual new diſcoveries to be

made of the innumerably various beau

ties of nature - a moſt agreeable gratifica

tion of that deſire of knowledge wiſely

implanted in the human mind-and

highly inſtructive, as thoſe diſcoveries lead
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to the contemplation of the great Author

of Nature, whoſe wiſdom and goodneſs

ſo conſpicuoufly ſhine through all his

works, that it is impoſſible to reflect feri .

ouſly on them , without admiration and

gratitude.

THESE, my dear, are but a few of

thoſe mental improvements I would re

commend to you ; indeed there is no

branch of knowledge that your capacity is

equalto, and which you have an oppor

tunity of acquiring, that, I think, ought

to be neglected . It has been objected a

gainſt all female learning, beyond that of

houſehold - economy, that it tends only to

fill the minds of the ſex with a conceited

vanity, which ſets them above their proper

a

1
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buſinefs-- occaſionsan indifference to , if

not a total neglect of, their family -affairs,

and ſerves only to render them uſeleſs

wives and impertinent companions. It

muſt be confeſſed, that ſome reading ladies

have given but too much cauſe for this

objection ; and , could it be proved to hold

good throughout the fex , it would cer

tainly be right to confine their improve

ments within the narrow limits of the

nurſery, of the kitchen, and the confec .

tionary ;-but, I believe it will, upon exa

mination , be found, that ſuch ill confe

quences proceed chiefly from too great an

imbecillityof mind to be capable of much

enlargement, or from a mere affectation

of knowledge,void of all reality.-- Vanity

is never the reſult of underſtanding; a

1
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ſenſible woman will ſoon be convinced,

that all the learning her utmoſt applica

tion can make her miſtreſs of, will be,

from the difference of education, inmany

points inferior to that of a ſchool-boy :

This refletionwill keep her always hum

ble, and will be an effectual check to that

loquacity, which renders fome women

fuch infupportable companions.

The management of all domeſtic affairs

is certainly the proper buſineſs of woman ;

and unfaſhionably ruſtic as ſuch an aſſer

tion may be thought, it is not beneath

the dignity of any lady, however high her

rank, to know how to educate her chil

dren, and to govern her ſervants, how to

order an elegant table with economy,
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and to manage her whole family with

prudence, regularity, and method :-If in

theſe fhe is defective, whatever may be

her attainments in any other kinds of

knowledge, the will act out of character ;

and, by not moving in her proper ſphere,

ſhe will become rather the object of ridi

cule than of approbation. But, I believe,

it may with truth be affirmed , that the

neglect of theſe domeſtic concerns has

much more frequently proceeded from

an exorbitant love of diverſions, from a

ridiculous fondneſs for dreſs and gallantry,

or from a miſtaken pride that has placed

ſuch duties in a ſervile light; from

whence they have been conſidered as fit

only for the employment of dependents,

and below the attention of a fine lady,

а
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than from too great an attachment to

mental improvements : Yet, from what .

ſoever cauſe ſuch a negleit proceeds, it is

equally unjuſtifiable. If any thing can

be urged in vindication of a cuſtom , un

known to our anceſtors, which the pre

valence of Faſhion has made ſo general

amongſt the modern ladies -Imean, that

of committing to the care and diſcre

tionary power of different fervants the

fole management of their family -affairs

nothing certainly can be alleged in de

fence of ſuch an ignorance, in things of

this nature, as renders a lady incapable

of giving proper directions on all occa

fions; an ignorance, which, in ever ſo ex

alted a ſtation, will render her contempt- :

ible, even to thoſe ſervants on whoſe un

D
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derſtanding and fidelity ſhe in fact be

comes dependent for the regularity of her

houſe, for the propriety, elegance, und

frugality of her table ; which laſt article

is feldom regarded by ſuch ſort of people,

who too frequently impofe on thoſe by

whom they are too implicitly truſted .

Make yourſelf, therefore, ſo thoroughly

acquainted with the moſt proper method

of conducting a family, and with the ne

ceſſary expence which every article, in

proportion to their number, will occaſion ,

that you may come to a reaſonable cer

tainty of not being materially deceived,

without the ridiculous drudgery of fol

lowing your ſervants continually, and

meanly peeping into every obſcure cor

ner of your houſe : Nor is this at all dif
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ficult to attain , as it requires nothing more

than an attentive obſervation .

It is oflate, in moſt great families, be

coine too much the cuſtom to be long

upon the books of every tradeſman they

employ : To afſign a reaſon for this is

foreign to my purpoſe ; but I am certain

it would, in general, be better, both for

themſelves and for the people they deal

with, never to be on them at all . And

what difficulty or inconvenience can ariſe

in a well regulated family from commif

fioning the ſteward or houſekeeper to pay

for every thing at the time when it is

brought in ? - This obſolete practice,

though in itſelf very laudable, is not at

preſent, and perhaps never may be again,

D 2
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authoriſed by Faſhion : However, let it

be a rule with you to contract as few debts

as poſſible; moſt things are to be pur

chafed, both better in their kind , and at

a lower price, by paying for them at the

time of purchaſing. But if, to avoid the

ſuppoſed trouble of frequent triſling dir

burſements, you chooſe to have the lefler

articles thrown together in a bill , let a

note of the quantity and price be brought

with every ſuch parcel ; -file theſe notes,

compare them with the bill when deliver

ed in , and let ſuch bills be regularly paid

every quarter : For it is not reaſonable

to expect that a tradeſman ſhould give

longer credit, without making up the in

tereſt of his money by an advanced price

on what he ſells. And, be aſſured ,
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you find it inconvenient to pay at the end

of three months, that inconvenience muſt

ariſe from living at too great an expence,

and will conſequently encreaſe in fix

months, and grow ftill greater at the end

of the year. By making ſhort payments

you will become the fooner fenfible of

ſuch a miſtake, and you will find it at firſt

more eaſy to retrench any ſupernumera

ries than after having been long habi

tuated to them .

IF
your houſe is ſuperintended by an

houſekeeper, and your ſervants are ac

countable to her, let your houſekeeper be

accountable to yourſelf, and let her be en

tirely governed by your directions. Care

fully examine her bills, and ſuffer no ex

D 3
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travagances or unneceſſary articles to paſs

unnoticed :-Let theſe bills be brought

to you every morning, what they contain

will then be eaſily recollected without

burthening your memory; --- your ac

counts being ſhort will be adjuſted with

leſs trouble, and with more exactneſs.

Should you at any time have an upper

fervant, whoſe family and education were

ſuperior to that ſtate of ſubjection, to

which ſucceeding misfortunes may have

reduced her, ſhe ought to be treated witli

peculiar indulgence. If ſhe has under

ſtanding enough to be converſable, and

humility enough always to keep her pro

per diſtance, leſſen, as much as poſſible,

every painful remembrance of former

proſpects, by looking on her as an hum
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ble friend, and by making her an occa

ſional companion :-But never deſcend

to converſe with thoſe whoſe birth, edu

cation, and early views in life, were not

ſuperior to a ſtate of ſervitude; their

minds being in general ſuited to their

ſtation , they are apt to be intoxicated by

any degree of familiarity, and to become

uſeleſs and impertinent. The habit,

which very many ladies have contracted,

of talking to and conſulting with their

women, has ſo ſpoiled that ſet of ſervants,

that few of them are to be met with ,

who do not commence their ſervice, by

giving their unaſķed opinion of your

perſon, dreſs, or management, artfully

conveyed in the too generally accepted ve

hicle of flattery ; and, if allowed in this,

D4
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they will next proceed to offer their ad

vice on any occaſion that may happen to

diſcompoſe or ruffle your temper : Check

therefore the firſt appearance of ſuch im

pertinence, by a reprimand ſufficiently ſe

vere to prevent a repetition of it.

Give your orders in a plain diſtinct

manner, with good -nature, joined to a

ſteadineſs that will ſhew they muſt be

punctually obeyed : Treat all your do.

meſtics with ſuch mildneſs and affability,

that you may be ſerved rather out of af

fection than from fear :-Let them live

happily under you ; give them leiſure for

their own buſineſs ; time for innocentre

creation, and more eſpecially for attending

the public ſervice of the church, to be in
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ſtructed in their duty to God,--without

which, you have no right to expect the

diſcharge of that owing to yourſelf..

When wrong, tell them calmly of their

faults ; if they amend not, after two or

three ſuch rebukes, diſmiſs them-but

never deſcend to paſſion and ſcolding,

which are inconſiſtent with a good under

ſtanding, and beneath the dignity of a

gentlewoman. Be very exact in your

hours, without which there can be no

order in your family, I mean thoſe of ri

fing, eating, &c. Require from your ſer

yants puntuality in theſe, and never be

yourſelf the cauſe of breaking through the

rules you have laid down, by deferring

breakfaſt, putting back the dinner, or by

letting it grow cold on the table, to wait

your dreſſing ; a cuſtom by which many
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ladies introduce confuſion , and bring their

orders into neglect. Be always dreſſed,

at leaſt, half an hour before dinner.

Having metioned this important article,

I muſt be allowed a little digreſſion on

the ſubject.

Whatever time is taken up in dreſs,

beyond what is neceſſary to decency and

cleanlineſs, may be looked upon ( to ſay

no worſe) as a vacuum in life. - By de

cency, I mean ſuch an habit as is ſuit

able to your rank and fortune ; -- an ill

placed finery, inconſiſtent with either, is

not ornamental,butridiculous :-A com

pliance with Faſhion , ſo far as to avoid

the affectation of ſingularity, is neceſſary ;

bat to run into the extreme of faſhions,
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more eſpecially thoſe which are inconve

nient, is the certain proof of a weak

mind .-Have a better opinion of your

ſelf than to ſuppoſe you can receive any

additional merit from the adventitious

ornaments of dreſs : Leave the ſtudy of

the toilet to thoſe who are adapted to it ;

I mean that inſignificant ſet of females,

whoſe whole life, from the cradle to the

coffin , is but a varied ſcene of trifling,

and whoſe intellectuals fit them not for

any thing beyond it . Such as theſe may

be allowed to paſs whole mornings at

their looking - glaſs, in the important bu

fineſs of ſuiting a ſet of ribands, adjuſting

a few curls, or determining the pofition

of a patch - one, perhaps, of their moſt

innocent ways of idling. But let as ſinall
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1

a portion of your time as poſſible beta

ken up in dreſſing : Be always perfe {tly

cleanand neat, both in your perſon and

clothes - equally ſo when alone, as in

company ;-look upon all beyond this

as immaterial in itſelf, any farther than

as the different ranks of mankind have

made fome diſtinction in habit, generally

eſteemed neceſſary ;-and remember, that

it is never the dreſs, however ſumptuous,

which reflects dignity and honour on the

perſon — it is the rank and merit of the

perſon that gives conſequence to the dreſs.

But to return :

It is your own ſteadineſs and example

of regularity that alone can preſerve un

interrupted order in your family :-If,
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by forgetfulnefs or inattention , you at

any time ſuffer your commands to be

diſobeyed with impunity, your ſervants

will grow upon ſuch neglect into an habit

of careleſsneſs, until repeated faults ( of

which this is properly the ſource) rouſe

you
into

anger , which an even conduct

would never have made neceſſary. Be

not whimſical or capricious in your

likings ; ' approve with judgment, and

condemn with reaſon , that acting right

may be as certainly the means of obtain

ing your favour, as the contrary of incur

ring your diſpleaſure.

7

FROM what has been ſaid you will ſee,

that, in order to the proper diſcharge of

your domeſtic duties , it is abſolutely ne

ceſſary for you to have a perfect know
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ledge of every branch of houſehold eco

nomy, without which, you can neither

correct what is wrong, approve what is

right, nor give directions with propriety.

It is the want of this knowledge that re

duces many a fine lady's family to a ſtate

of the utmoſt confuſion and diſorder, on

the ſudden removal of a managing fer

vant, until the place is ſupplied by a fuc

ceſſor of equal ability. How much out of

character ! how ridiculous muſt a miſtreſs

of a family appear, who is entirely inca

pable of giving practical orders on ſuch an

occafion ! Let that never be your caſe .

Remember, my dear, this is the only pro

per temporal buſineſs aſſigned you by

Providence ; and in a thing ſo indiſpen

fably needful, ſo eaſily attained, where ſo

little ſtudy or application is neceſſary te
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arrive at the moſt commendable degree

of it, the want even of perfection is al

moſt inexcuſable. Make yourſelf miſtreſs

of the theory, that you may be able, the

more readily, to reduce it into practice.

When you have a family to command;

let the care of it always employ your

principal attention , and let every part of

it be ſubjected to your own inſpection.

If you riſe early ( a cuſtom , I hope, you

have not left off ſince you was with me),

waſte no unneceſſary time in dreſſing; and

you conduct your houſe in a regular

method, you will find many vacant hours

unfilled by this material buſineſs, and no

objection can be made to your employ

ing theſe in ſuch improvements of the

mind as are moſt ſuitable to your genius

and inclination. I believe no man of un

if
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derſtanding will think, that, under ſuch

regulations, a woman will either make a

leſs agreeable companion, a leſs uſeful

wife, a leſs careful mother, or a worſe

miſtreſs of a family, for all the additional

knowledge her induſtry and application

can acquire .

The morning being always thus ad

vantageouſly engaged, the latter part of

the day, as I before faid, may be given to

relaxation and amuſement. Someof theſe

hours may be very agreeably and uſefully

employed by entertaining books ; a few

of which, in the Engliſh language, I will

mention to you , as a ſpecimen of the kind

I would recommend to your peruſal, and

I ſhall include ſome others religious and

inſtructive. 2 .
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Mafon on Self -Knowledge

Economy of Human Life

Seneca's Morals

Epictetus

Cicero's Offices

Collier's Antoninus

Wheatley on the Common

Prayer

Seed's

Sherlock's

Sterne's Sermons

Fordyce's

Blair's

Rollin's Belles Letters

Nature Diſplay'd

The Spectator

The Guardian

The Female Spectator

The Rambler

The Adventurer

The World

The Speaker

Cicero's Familiar Letters

Pliny's Letters

Fitzoſborne's
Letters

Epiſtles for the Ladies

Freeman's Letters

Lady Ruffill's Letters

Ganganelli's Letters

Mrs.Chapone's Letters.

Telemachus

The Prince of Abiflinia

The Vicar of Wakefield

Guthrie's Geographical

Grammar

Potter's Antiquities of

Greece

Rollin's Antient Hiſtory

Kennett’s Antiquities of

Rome

Hooke's Roman Hiſtory

Hume's Hiſtory of England

Robinſon's Hiſtory of Scot

land

Milton's Poetical Works

Pope's Ethic Epiſtles

Homer

Thomſon's Works

Young's Works

Mrs. Rowe's Works

Mrs. Talbot's Works

Langhorne's Works

Moore's Fables for the Fe.

male Sex

Tales of the Genii

Viſions

Doddsy's Collection ofPoems.

and Suppliment

E
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FROM theſe you may form a judgment

of that ſort of reading, which will be both

uſeful and entertaining to you . I have

named only thoſe Praktical Sermons,which

I thought-would more directly influence

your conduct in life.-- Our rule of faith

ſhould be taken from the ſcripture alone,

which we muſt underſtand for ourſelves ;

therefore, the controverted opinions of o.

thers ſerve in general rather to puzzie than

to improve the mind .

Novels and Romances, never give your

ſelf the trouble of reading :-ſome of them

perhaps do contain a few good morals,

but they are not worth the finding, where

ſo much rubbish is intermixed. Their

moral parts, indeed, are like ſmall dia
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monds amongſt mountains of dirt and

trath, which , when found, are too incon

liderable to anſwer the pains of coming

at : Yet, ridiculous as theſe fictitious tales

generally are, they are ſo artfully mana

ged as to excite an idle curioſity to ſee the

concluſion ; by which means the reader

is drawn on, through a tireſome length of

foolith adventures, ( from which either

knowledge, pleaſure, or profit, ſeldom can

accrue ) to the common cataſtrophe of a

wedding. The beſt I have met with of

theſe writings, to ſay no worſe, it is little

better than the loſs of time to perufe :

but ſome of them have more pernicious

conſequences ; -- by drawing characters that

never exiſt in life, by repreſenting perſons

and things in a falſe and extravagant light,

है

E 2
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and , by a ſeries of improbable cauſes,

bringing on impoſſible events, they are apt

to give a romantic turn to the mind,

which is often productive of great errors

in judgment, and of fatal miſtakes in con

duct : -- Of this I have ſeen frequent in

ftances, and therefore adviſe you never to

meddle with any of them .

In juſtice, however, to a late ingenious

author, this letter muſt not be reprinted,

without my acknowledging, that, ſince

the laſt edition was publiſhed I have acci

dentally met with one exception to my ge

neral rule, namely the Vicar of Wakefield.

That novel is equally entertaining and

instructive, without being liable to any of

the objections that occaſioned the above
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reſtriction . This poſſibly may not be the

only unexceptionable piece of the kind,

but, as I have not met with any other,

amongſt a number that I have peruſed, a

ſingle inſtance does not alter my opinion

of that ſort of writing ; -- and, I ſtill think,

the chance is perhaps a thouſand to one

againſt the probability of obtaining the

ſmalleſt degree of advantage from the

reading any of them, as well as that, very

few are to be found, from which much in

jury may not be received.

WORKS OF THE NEEDLE that employ

the fancy may, if they ſuit your inclina

tion , be ſometimes a pretty amuſeinent ;

but, let this employment never extend to

large pieces, beyond what can be accom

E 3
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pliſhed by yourſelf without affiftance.

There is not a greater extravagance, under

the ſpecious name of good houſewifery,

than the furniſhing of houſes in this man

ner ;-whole apartments have been ſeen

thus ornamented by the ſuppoſed work of

a lady, who, perhaps, never ſhaded two

leaves in the artificial foreſt, but has

paid four times its value to the ſeveral

people employed in bringing it to perfec

tion . The expence of theſe tedious pieces

of work, I ſpeak of experimentally,-ha

ving, many years paſt, undertaken one of

them , which, when finiſhed, was not

worth fifteen pounds ; and, by a compu

tation ſince made, it did not coſt leſs than

fifty, in the hire and maintenance of the

people employed in it .This, indeed,

a
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was at the age of ſeventeen,when the

thoughtleſs inexperience of youth could

alone excuſe ſuch a piece of folly.

Embroideries in gold, ſilver, or ſhades of

filk , come within a narrower compaſs :

Works of that kind, which may , without

calling in expenſive affiſtance, or tiring the

fancy , be finiſhed in a ſummer, will be a

well-choſen change of amuſement, and

may , as there are three of
you, be made

much more agreeable, by one alternately

reading aloud, while the other two are

thus employed . - All kinds of what is

called plain -work, though no very polite .

accompliſhment, you muſt be ſo well ver

fed in, as to be able to cut out, make, or

mend, your own linen : Some fathers,

and ſome huſbands, chooſe to have their

E 4
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daughters and their wives thus attired in

the labour of their own hands ; and, from

a miſtaken notion , believe this to be the

great criterion of frugal economny. Where

that happens to be the inclination, or opi

nion of either, it ought alwaysto be readi

ly complied with : But, excluſive of ſuch

a motive, I ſee no other that makesthe

practical part'neceſſary to any lady, except

ing, indeed, where there is ſuch a nar

rowneſs of fortune as admits not conve

niently the keeping a ſervant, to whom

ſuch exerciſes of the needle much more

. properly appertain .

The THEATRE, which, by the inde

fatigable labour of the inimitable Mr.

Garrick, has been brought to very great
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perfection, will afford you an equally ra

tional and improving entertainment:

Yourjudgment will not now be called in

queſtion , your underſtanding affronted ,

nor will your modeſty be offended by the

indecent ribaldry of thoſe authors, who,

to their defect in wit, have added the

want of good ſenſe and of good manners .

Faults of this kind , that, from a blame

able compliance with a corrupted taſte,

have ſometimes crept into the works of

good writers, are, by his prudent direc

tion , generally rectified or omitted on the

ſtage.You may now ſee many ofthe beſt

plays performed in the beſt manner : -do

not, however, go to any that you have

not before heard the character of, -- be

preſent only at thoſe, which are approved
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1

by perſons of underſtanding and virtue,

as calculated to anſwer the proper ends

of the theatre, namely that of conveying

inſtruction in the moſt pleaſing method :

Attend to the ſentiment, apply the moral,

and then you cannot, I think, paſs an

evening in a more uſeful, or in a more

entertaining diverfign .

DANCING may alſo take its turn as a

healthful exerciſe, and as it is generally

fuitable to the taſte and gaiety of young

minds .

Part of the hours appropriated to re

laxation muſt of neceſſity be leſs agree

ably taken up in the paying and receiving

viſits of mere ceremony and civility ; --

1
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tribute, by cuſtom authoriſed, --by good

manners enjoined.In theſe, when the

converſation is only inſignificant, join in

it with an apparent fatisfaction ;-talk

of the elegance of a birthday - fuit, the

pattern of a lace, thejudicious aſſortment

of jewels, the cut of a ruffle, or the ſet

of a ſleeve, with an unaffected eaſe ,---not.

according to the rank they hold in your

eſtimation, but proportioned to the con

fequence they may be of in the opinion of

thoſe you are converſing with . The great

art of pleaſing is to appear pleaſed with

others ;fuffernot then an ill- bred abfence

of thought, or a contemptuous ſneer, ever

to betray a conſcious ſuperiority of under

ſtanding - always productive of ill- nature

and diſlike:-Suit yourſelf to the capacity
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and to the taſte of your company, when that

taſte is confined to harmleſs trifles ; but,

where it is ſo far depraved as to delight in

cruel ſarcaſms on the abſent, to be pleaſed

with diſcovering the blemiſhes in a good

character, or in repeating the greater faults

of a bad one, Religion and Humanity, in

that caſe, forbid the leaſt degree of affent.

If you have not any knowledge of the

perſons thus unhappily ſacrificed to Envy

or to Malice, and conſequently are igno.

rant as to the truth or falſehood of ſuch

aſperſions, always ſuſpect them to be ill

grounded, or, at leaſt, greatly exaggera

ted ;—Thew your diſapprobation by a ſilent

gravity, and by taking the firſt opportu

nity to change the ſubject :-But, where

any acquaintance with the character in
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queſtion gives room for defending it, let

not an ill -timed complaiſance prevail over

juſtice ;-vindicate injured innocence with

all the freedom and warmth of an unre

ſtrained benevolence ; --and , where the

faults of the guilty will admit of pallia

tion , urge all that truth can allow , in

mitigation of error . From this method,

beſides the pleaſure ariſing from the con

ſciouſneſs of a ſtrict conforınity to the

great rule of doing as you would be done by,

you will alſo reap to yourſelf the benefit

of being leſs frequently peſtered with

themes ever painful to a humane diſpo

firion . If, unfortunately, you have ſome

acquaintance, whoſe malevolence of heart,

no ſentimnnt of virtue, no check of good

manners, can reſtrain from theſe malici
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ous fallies of ill -nature ;-to them let

your viſits be made as ſeldom , and as

ſhort, as decency will permit, there being

neither benefit nor ſatisfaction to be found

in ſuch company, amongſt whom only

cards may be introduced with any advan

tage . On this account, it will be proper

for you to know how to play at the games

most in uſe, becauſe it is an argument of

great folly to engage in any thing without

doing it well ; -- but this is a diverſion ,

which I hope you will have no fondneſs

for, as it is in itſelf, to ſay no worſe, a

very inſignificant amuſement.

WITH perfons, for whom you can have

no eſteem , good -breeding may oblige you

to keep up an intercourſe of ceremonious
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viſits, but politeneſs enjoins not the

length or frequency of them . Here in

clination may be followed without a

breach of civility : there is no tax upon

intimacy, but from choice-chat choice

ſhould ever be founded on merit, the

certainty whereof you cannot be too care

ful in previouſly examining - and great

caution is neceſſary not to be deceived

by ſpecious appearances ; --- plauſible be

haviour often , upon a ſuperficial know

- ledge; creates a prepoffeffion in favour of

perſons, who, upon a nearer view , may

be found to have no claim to eſteem . The

forming a precipitate judgment,ſometimes

leads into an unwary intimacy, which

it may prove abſolutely neceſary to break

off, and yet that breach may be attended
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with innumerable inconveniences ;-nay,

perhaps, with very material and laſting ill

conſequences: Prudence, therefore, here

enjoins the greateſt circumſpection . Few,

people are capable of friendſhip , and ſtill

fewer have all the qualifications one would

chooſe in a friend ;-the fundamental

point is a virtuous diſpoſition - but,, to

that ſhould be added, a good underſtand

ing, folid judgnient, ſweetneſs of temper,

ſteadineſs of mind, freedom of behaviour,

and ſincerity of heart : Seldom as theſe

are found to be united, never make a bo

ſom friend of any one greatly deficient in

either . Be now in contracting friend

ſhip, and invariably conſtant in main

taining it : Expect not many friends, but

think yourſelf happy, if, through life, you
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meet with one or two who deſerve that

name, and have all the requiſites for the

valuable relation : This may juſtly be

deemed the higheſt bleſſing of mortality ;

muninterrupted health has the general

voice-but; in my opinion, ſuch an in

tercourſe of friendſhip as much deſerves

the preference, as the mental pleaſures,

both in nature and degree , exceed the

corporeal : The weakneſſes, the pains of

the body, may be inexpreflibly alleviated

by the converſation of a perſon, by affec

tion endeared , by reaſon approved ; whoſe

tender ſympathy partakes your afflictions,

and ſhares your enjoyments ; who is

itcady in the correction, but inild in the

reproof of your faults ; like a guardian

angel, ever watchful to warn you of un

F
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foreſeen danger, and, by timely admoni,

tions , to prevent the miſtakes incident to

human frailty, and to ſelf-partiality : This

is the true office of friendſhip : With

ſuch a friend, no ſtate of life can be abſo-,

lutely unhappy ; but, deſtitute of ſome

ſuch connection, Heaven has fo formed

our natures for this intimate ſociety, that,

amidſt the affluence of fortune, and in

the flow of uninterrupted health, there

will be an aching void in the ſolitary

breaſt, which can never otherwiſe know

a plenitudeof happineſs. Should the Su

preme Diſpoſer of all events beſtow on you

this ſuperlative gift, to ſuch a friend let

your heart be ever unreſervedly open ;

conceal no ſecret thought ; diſguiſe no la

tent weakneſs ; but bare your bofom to
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the faithful probe of honeſt friendſhip ,

and ſhrink not, if it ſmarts, beneath the

touch ; nor, with tenacious pride, diſlike

the perſon that freely dares to condemn

fome favourite foible ; but, ever open to

conviction, hear with attention, and re

ceive with gratitude, the kind reproof that

Hows from tenderneſs : When ſenſible of

a fault, be ingenuous in the confeſſion

be fincere and ſteady in the correction

of it..

Happy is her lot, who, in a huſhand,

finds this invaluable friend ! Yet ſo great

is the hazard, ſo diſproportioned the

chances , that I could almoſt wiſh the

dangerous die was never to be thrown for

any of you ! -But as probably it may,

F 2
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a

let me conjure ye all, my dear girls, if

ever any of you take this moſt important

ſtep in life, to proceed with the utmoſt

care, and with deliberate circumfpection .

Fortune and Family it - is the ſole province

of your father to direct in ; he certainly has

always an undoubted right to a negative

voice , though not to a compulfive one :

As a child is very juftifiable in the refuſal

of her hand, even to the abſolute com

mand of a father, where her heart cannot

go with it ; fo is ſhe extremely culpable

in giving it contrary to his approbation .

Here I muſt take ſhame to myſelf! And,

for this unpardonable fault, I do juſtly

acknowledge, that theſubſequent ill con

ſequences of a moſt unhappy marriage

were the proper puniſhment: This, and

a
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every other.error in my own conduct, I

do, and ſhall, with the utmoſt candour,

lay open to you , ſincerely praying that

you may reap the benefit of my experi

ence , and that you may avoid thoſe rocks

on which, either by careleſſneſs, or ſome

times, alas, by too much caution, I have

been wrecked ! But to return :

The chief point to be regarded , in the

choice of a companion for life, is a really

virtuous principle - an unaffected good

neſs of heart : Without this, you will be

continually ſhocked by indecency, and

pained by impiety . So numerous have

been the unhappy victims to the ridicu

lous opinion—a reformed libertine makes

the beſt huſband - that, did not experience

F3
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daily evince the contrary, one would be .

lieve it impoſſible for a girl, who has a

tolerable degree of common underſtand

ing, to be made the dupe of fo erroneous

a poſition , which has not the leaſt ſhadow

of reaſon for its foundation, and which a

ſmall ſhare of obſervation will prove to be

falſe in fact. A man who has been long

converſant with the worſt ſort of women,

is very apt to contract a bad opinion of,

and a contempt for the ſex in general :

Incapable of eſteeming any, he is ſuſpi

cious of all; jealous without cauſe, angry

without provocation, and his own di

ſturbed imagination is a continual ſource

of ill humour : To this is frequently join

ed a bad habit of body, the natural con

ſequence of an irregular life, which gives

a
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an additional fourneſs to the temper.

What rational proſpect of happineſs can

there be with ſuch a companion ? And,

that this is the general character of thoſe

who are called reformed rakes, obſerva

tion will certify. But, admit there may

be ſome exceptions, it is a hazard upon

which no conſiderate woman would ven

ture the peace of her whole future life.

The vanity of thoſe girls, who believe

themſelves capable of working miracles of

this kind, and who give up their perſons to

men of libertine principles, upon the wild

expectation of reclaiming them, juſtly de

ſerve the diſappointment which it will

generally meet with ; for, believe me, a

wife is, of all perſons, the leaſt likely to

ſucceed in ſuch an attempt.--Beit your

F4
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care to find that virtue in a lover which

you muſt never hope to form in a huf

band . Good -fenſe and good-nature are

almoſt equally requiſite ; if the former is

wanting, it will be next to an impoſſibility

for you to eſteem the perſon of whoſe be

haviouryou mayhave cauſe to be aſhamed;

mand mutual eſteem is as neceſſary to

happineſs in the married ſtate, as mutual

affection : Without the latter every day

will bring with it ſome freſh cauſe of vex

ation, until repeated quarrels produce a

coldneſs, which will ſettle into an irrecon

cileable averfion , and you will become,

not only each other's torment, but the

object of contempt to your family, and

to your acquaintance,
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This quality of good - nature is, of all

others, the moſt difficult to be aſcertained ,

on account of the general miſtake of

blending it with good - humour, as if they

were in themſelves the ſame; whereas,

in fact, no'two principles of action are

more eſſentially different - but this may

require fome explanation . — By good

nature I mean that true benevolence which

partakes the felicity of all mankind, which

promotes the ſatisfaction of every indivi

dual wichin the reach of its ability, which

relieves the diſtreſſed, comforts the afflict

ed, diffuſes bleſſings, and communicates

happineſs, far as its ſphere of action can

extend ; and which , in the private ſcenes

of life, will ſhine conſpicuous in the duti

ful fon , in the affectionate huſband, the
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indulgent father, the faithful friend, and

in the compaſſionate maſter both to man

and beaſt: whilſt good -humour is nothing

more than a cheerful, pleaſing deportment,

ariſing either from à natural gaiety of

mind, or from an affectation of popula

rity, joined to an affability of behaviour,

the reſult of good -breeding, and from a

ready compliance with the taſte of every

company. This kind of mere good-hu.

mour is, by far, the moſt ſtriking quali

ty ; it is frequentlymiſtaken for, andcom

plimented with the ſuperior name of real

good -nature ; a man , by this ſpecious ap

pearance, has often acquired that appel

lation, who, in all the actions of his pri

vate life, has been a moroſe, cruel, re

vengeful, fullen, haughty tyrant, Let
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them put on the cap whoſe temples fit

the galling wreath !On thecontrary,

a man of a truly benevolent diſpoſition,

and formed to promote the happineſs of

all around him, may ſometimes, perhaps,

from an ill habit of body, an accidental

vexation , or from a commendable open

neſs of heart, above the meanneſs of dif

guiſe, be guilty of little fallies of peeviſh

neſs, or of ill-humour, which , carrying

the appearance of ill-nature, may beun

juſtly thought to proceed from it, by per

fons who are unacquainted with his true

character, and who take ill -humour and

ill- nature to by ſynonimous terms, tho

in reality they bear not the leaſt analogy

to each other. In order to the forming

a right judgment, it is abſolutely neceffary
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to obſerve this diſtinction, which will ef...

fectually ſecure you from the dangerous

error of taking the ſhadow for the ſub

ftance - an irretrievable miſtake, pregnant

with innumerable conſequent evils !

FROM whát has been ſaid , it plainly ap

pears , that the criterion of this amiable

virtue is not to be taken from the general

opinion ; mere good -humour being ,to all

intents and purpoſes, ſufficient, in this

particular to eſtabliſh the public voice in

favour of a man utterly devoid of every

humane and benevolent affection ofheart.

It is only from the leſs conſpicuous ſcenes

of life, the more retired ſphere of action,

from the artleſs tenor of domeſtic con

duct, that the real character can, with any

1
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certainty, be drawn : Thefe, undiſguiſed,

proclaim the man ; but, as they fhun the

gláre of light, nor court the noiſe of po

* pular applauſe, they paſs unnoted, and

are feldom known till after an intimate

acquaintance. The beſt method, there.

fore, to avcid the deception in this caſe,

is to lay no ſtreſs on outward appearancesa

which are too often falacious, but to take

the rule of judging from the ſimple un

poliſhed ſentiments of thoſe, whoſe depen

dent connections give them an undeniable

- certainty ; who notonly ſee, but who hourly

feel thegood or badeffect ofthatdiſpoſition ,

to which they are ſubjected. By this, I

mean , that if a man is equally reſpected ,

eſteemed, and beloved by his tenants, by

his dependents and domeſtics--- from the
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ſubſtantial farmer to the laborious peaſant,

from the proud ſteward to the fubmiffive

wretch , who, thankful for employment,

humbly obeys the meanial tribe ; --you:

may juftly conclude, he has that true good

nature, that real benevolence, which de

lights in communicating felicity, and ena'.

joys the ſatisfaction it diffuſes :-But if,

by theſe, he is deſpiſed and hated , ſerved

merely from a principle of fear, devoid of

affection, which is ever eaſily diſcoverable,

whatever may be his public character,

however favourable the general opinion ,

be aſſured, that his diſpoſition is ſuch as

can never be productive of domeſtic hap

pineſs.-- I have been the more particular

on this head, as it is one of the moſt effen

tial qualifications to be regarded, and
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of all others the moſt liable to be mil

taken .

Never be prevailed with, my dear, to

give your hand to a perſon defective in

theſe material points : Secure of virtue, of

good nature, and underſtanding, in a huſ-,

band, you may be ſecure of happineſs ;

without the two former it is unattainable ;

without the latter, in a tolerable degree,

it muſt be very imperfect.

REMEMBER, however, that infallability

is not the property of man, or you may

entail diſappointment on yourſelf, by ex

pectingwhat is never to be found :-The

beſt men are ſometimes inconſiſtent with

themſelves ; they are liable to be hurried,
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by ſudden ſtarts of paflion, into expreſ

fions and actions, which their cooler rea

fon will condemn ;--they may have ſome

oddities of behaviour, ſome peculiarities

of temper ;--they may be ſubject to acci

dental ill -humour, or to whimfical coii

plaints. Blemiſhes ofthis kind often ſhade

the brighteſt character, but they are never

deſtructive of mutual felicity, unleſs when

they are made ſo by an improper reſentment,

or by an ill - judged oppoſition ." Reafon

can never be heared by Pallion ;--the offer

of it tends only to inflaine the more.

When cooled , and in his uſual temper,

the man of underſtanding, if he has been

wrong, will fuggeſt to himſelf all that

could be urged againſt him ;--the man of

good -nature will, unupbraided, own his
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error ;-immediatecontradiction is, there

fore, wholly unſerviceable, and highly :

imprudent, an after repetition equally un...

neceſſary and injudicious. Any peculia- .

rities in the temper or behaviour ought

to be properly repreſented in the tendereſt .

and in the moſt friendly manner; and, if,

the reprefentation of them is made dif

creetly, it will generally be well taken ; but

if they are ſo habitual as not eaſily to be.

altered , ſtrike not too often upon the un

harmonious-ftring , rather let them paſs as

unobſerved : Such a cheerful compliance

will better cement your union ; and they

may be made eaſy to yourſelf, by reflect

ing on the ſuperior good qualities, by:

which theſe trifling faults are ſo greatly:

overbalanced,

G
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You muſt remember, my dear, thefe *

rules are laid down, on the fuppoſition of

your being united to a perſon who pof

ſeſſes the three eſſential qualifications for

happineſs before mentioned : In this caſe,

no farther direction is neceſſary, but that

you ſtrictly perform the duty of a wife,

namely, to love, to honour, and obey :

The two firſt articles are a tribute fo in

diſpenfably due to merit that they muſt be

paid by inclination ; -- and they naturally

lead to the performance of the laſt, which

will not only be an eaſy, but a pleaſing

taſk, ſince nothing can ever be enjoined

by ſuch a perſon that is in itſelf improper,

and few things will , that can, with any

reaſon , be diſagreeable to you. Here

ſhould this ſubject end, were it not more
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than poſſible for you, after all that has

been urged, to be led, by ſome inferior

mctive, to the neglect of the primary cau

tion ; and that, either from an opinion too

haſtily entertained, from an unaccountable

partiality, or from the powerful prevalence

of perſuaſion, you may be unfortunately

induced to give your hand to a man ,

whoſe bad heart and moroſe temper, con

cealed by a well-practiſed diſfimulation,

may render every flattering hope of hap

pineſs abortive.-May Heaven, in mercy,

guard you from this fatal error ! Such a

companion is the worſt of all temporal

ills, a deadly potion, that imbitters every

ſocial fcene of life, damps every riſing

joy, and baniſhes that cheerful temper,

'which alone can give a true reliſh to the

G2
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-

bleſſings of mortality . Moſt ſincerely

do I pray that this may neverbe your lot:.

And I hope your prudent circumſpec

tion will be ſufficient to guard you from

the danger : But the bare poſſibility of

the event makes it not unneceſſary to lay

down a few rules for the maintaining

fome degree of caſe, under ſuch a depri

vation of happineſs. This is by far the

moſt difficult part of my preſent underta

king ; it is hard to adviſe here, and ſtill

harder to practiſe the advice : The ſubject

alſo is too extenſive to be minutely treat

ed within the compaſs of a letter, which

muſt confine me to the moſt material

points only : In theſe, I ſhall give you the

beſt directions in my power, very ardent
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ly wiſhing that you may never have occa-.

fion to make uſe of them .

The being united to a man of irreligi

ous principles, makes it impoſſible to dir

charge a great part of the proper duty of

a wife ; -to name but one inſtance, obe

dience will be rendered impracticable, by

frequent injunctions inconſiſtent with , and

contrary to the higher obligations ofmo

rality. This is not a ſuppoſition, but is a

certainty founded upon facts, which I have

too often ſeen and can atteſt. Where this

happens, the reaſons for non -compliance

ought to be offered in a ' plain , ſtrong,

good-natured manner, there is at leaſt

the chance of ſucceſs from being heard :

But ſhould thoſe reaſons be rejected , or

G3
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;

the hearing them be refuſed, and filence

on the ſubject enjoined, which is moſt pro

bable, few people caring to hear, what

they know to be right, when determined

not to appear convinced by it,-obey the

injunction, and urge not the argument

farther ;-keep, however, ſteady to your

principles, and ſuffer neither perſuaſion or

threats to prevail on you to act contrary

to them . All commands repugnant to the

laws of Chriſtianity, it is your indiſpen

fable duty to diſobey - all requeſts that are

inconſiſtent with prudence, or incompatible

with the rank and character, which you

ought to maintain in life, it is your intereſt

to refuſe :-a compliance with the former

would be criminal, a conſent to the latter

highly indiſcreet ;-and it inight thereby
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ſubject you to general cenſure . Fora man,

capable of requiring from his wife what

he knows to be in itſelf wrong, is equally

capable of throwing the whole blame of

ſuch miſconduct on her, and of afterwards

upbraiding her for a behaviour, to whichа

he will, upon the fame principle, diſown .

that he has been acceſſary. Many fimilar

inſtances have come within the compaſs

ofmy own obſervation . In things of a

leſs material nature, that are neither cri

minal in themſelves, nor pernicious in

their conſequences, always acquieſce, if

inſiſted on, howeverdiſagreeable they may

be to your own temper and inclination :

Such a compliance will evidently prove

that your refuſal, in the other caſes, pro ...

ceeds not from a fpirit of contradiction ,,

F午 ,
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but merely from a juſt regard to that fu

perior duty, which can neverbe infringed

with impunity :--Paffion may reſent; but

Reaſon muſt approve this conduct ; and,

" therefore, it is the moſt likely method , in

time, to make a favourable impreſfion .

But, if you ſhould fail of fuch ſucceſs,

you willat leaſt enjoy that fatisfactory

*}felf - approbation, which is theinſeparable

attendant of a truly religious and rational

deportment.

vliters

++ SHOULD the painful taſk of dealing with

amoroſe tyrannical temper be aſſigned

: ! you, thereis little more to be recomend

ed than a patient fubmiſſion to an evil

which admits not of a remedy. Ill-na

ture is increaſed, obſtinacy. confirmed by
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#

oppoſition ; the leſs fuch a - temper is

contradicted, the more ſupportable will

it be to thofe who are under its baneful

influence. When all endeavours to pleafe

are ineffectual, and when a man feems

determined to find fault with every thing,

as if his chief pleaſure conſiſted in tor

menting thofe about him, it requires a

ormore than common degree ofpatienceand

sreſolution to førbear uttering reproaches,

- which ſuch a behaviour may be juſtly al

dowed to deſerve : yet, it is abſolutely

neceſſary to the maintaining any tolerable

degree of eaſe, not only to reſtrain all ex

preſfions ofreſentment, but to withhold

id even thofe diſdainful looks, which are apt

to accompany a contemptuous ſilence,

both equally tending to increaſe the ma

a
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:

lady. This diabolical delight in giving

pain is moſt unwearied in the ſearch of

matter for its gratification , and can either

find, or unaccountably can form it, in al

moſt all the occurrences of life ; but,

when ſuffered unobſtructed, and unre

garded to run its malicious courſe, it will

quickly vent its blunted arrows, and will

die of diſappointment; ---whilſt all endea

vours to pleaſe, all complaints of unkind

neſs, will but ſharpen againſt yourſelf the

weapon's edge--and, by proving your

ſenſibility of the wound, will give the

wiſhed -for fatisfaction to him who inflicts

it . Prudence, in this caſe, directs more

than ordinary circumſpection ,—that every

part of your behaviour may be as blame

leſs as pollible, even to the abſtaining from
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the leaſt appearance of evil; --and after

you have, to the utmoſt of your power ,

ſtrove to merit approbation, expect not to

meet with it. - By theſe means you will

eſcape the mortification of being diſap

pointed, which, often repeated, is apt to

give a gloomy fourneſs to the temper, in

compatible with any degree of content

ment : You muſt, fo fituated, learn to be

ſatisfied with the conſciouſneſs of acting

right, according to your beſt abilities ;

and, if poſſible, you ſhould look with an

unconcerned indifference on the reception

of
every fucceſsleſs attempı to pleaſe.

This, it muſt be owned, is a hard

leffon of philoſophy, -- it requires no leſs

than an abſolute coinmand over the pal

I
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fions ;-- but let it be remembered, that

ſuch a command will itfelf moſt amply

recompenſe every difficulty, it will coin

penſate every pain, which it may have

coſt you to obtain :-beſides itis , I believe,

the only way to preſerve any tranquillity

of mind, under fo diſagreeable a connec

tion, *

32144

As thewant ofunderſtanding is by no

art to be concealed, by no addreſs to be

diſguiſed, it might be ſuppoſed impoſſible

for a woman of ſenſe to unite herſelf to a

perſon whoſe defect, in this inſtance, muſt

render that ſort of rational ſociety, which

conſtitutes the chief happineſs of ſuch an

union, impoſſible ; yet, here, how often

has the weakneſs of female judgmentbeen
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conſpicuous! The advantages of great

ſuperiority in rank or fortune have fre

quently proved ſo irreſiſtible a temptation,

as, in opinion, to outweigh, not only the

folly, but even the vices of its poffeffor:

A grand miſtake, ever tacitly acknow

ledgedby a ſubſequent repentance, when

the expected pleaſures of affluence, e

quipage, and all the glittering pomp of

uſeleſs pageantry, have been experiment

ally found inſufficient to make amends

for the want of that conſtant ſatisfaction ,

which reſults from the ſocial joy of con

'verſing with a reaſonable friend ! -- But,

however weak this motive muſt be ac

knowledged, it is more excufable than

another, which, I fear, has ſometimes

had an equal influence on the mind
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mean ſo great a love of fway, as to induce

her to give the preference to a perſon of

weak intellectuals, in hopes thereby of

holding, uncontrolled , the reigns of go

vernment : The expectation is, in fact, ill

grounded - Obſtinacy and Pride being ge.

nerally the companions of Folly ;-the

fillieſt people are generally the moſt tena

cious of their opinions, and, confequent

ly, the hardeſt of all others to be managed.

But, admit the contrary, the principle is

in itſelf bad, it tends to invert the order

of Nature, and to counteract the deſign of

Providence.

A WOMAN can never be feen in a more

ridiculous light, than when ſhe appears to

govern her huſband'; if, unfortunately, the
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fuperiority of underſtanding is on her

fide, the apparent conſciouſneſs ofthatſu

periority betrays a weakneſs that renders

her conteinptible in the fight of every

conſiderate perfon - and it may, very

probably, fix in his mind a diſlike never to

be eradicated . In ſuch a caſe, if it ſhould

ever be your own, remember that ſome

degree of diffimulation is commendable,

fo far as to let your huſband's defects ap

pear unobſerved . When he judges wrong:

never'fiatly contradict, but lead him in .

ſenſibly into another opinion, in ſo diſcrect

a manner, that it may ſeem entirely his

own,_and let the whole credit of every

prudent determination ret on him , with -

out indulging the fooliſh vanity of claim

ing any merit to yourſelf. Thus a per
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a

ſon, of but an indifferent capacity, may

be fo affifted , as, in many inſtances, to

ſhine with a borrowed luſtre, ſcarce diſtin

guiſhable from the native, and by degrees

he may be brought into a kind of mecha

nical method of acting properly, in all

the common occurrences of life. Odd as ,

this poſition may ſeem , it is founded in

fact ; and I have ſeen the method ſucceſs

fully practiſed by more than one perſon ,

where a weak mind, on the governed

ſide, has been fo prudently ſet off as to ap

pear the ſole director ;-like the ſtatue of

the Delphic god, which was thought to

give forth its own oracles, whilft the hum.

ble prieſt, who lent his voice, was by the

ſhrine concealed, nor fought a higher glory
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than a ſuppoſed obedience to the power

he would be thought to ferve.

FROM hence ,it may be inferred, that,

by a perfect propriety of behaviour, eaſe ,

and contentment, at leaſt, are attainable

with a companion , who has not the moſt

exalted underſtanding; but then virtue

and good -nature are preſuppoſed, or there

will be nothing to work upon - a vicious

ill-natured fool being fo untractable and

tormenting an aſſociate, that there needs

only the addition ofjealouſy to the com

poſition to make the curfe complete.

This pafſton, once fuffered to get foot

ing in the heart, is hardly ever to be ex

tirpated ; it is a conſtant ſource of torment

H
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to the breaſt that gives it reception, and

is an inexhauſtible fund of vexation to the

object of it : With a perſon of this unfor

tunate diſpoſition, it is prudent to avoid

the leaſt appearance of concealment - a

whiſper in a mixed company, a meſſage

given in a low voice to a fervant, have, by

the
power of a diſturbed imagination , been

magnified into a material injury - what

ever has the air of ſecrecy raiſes terror in

a mind naturally diſtruſtful; a perfect un

reſerved openneſs, both in converſation

and behaviour, ſtarves the anxious expec

tation of diſcovery, and may very proba

bly lead into an habitual confidence, the

only antidote againſt the poiſon of ſuſpi ..

cion . It is eaſier to prevent than to re

move a received ill impreſſion ; and, con
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ſequently, it is much wiſer to be ſome

times deficient in little points of civility,

which, however indifferent in themſelves,

may happen unaccountably to claſh with

the eaſe of a perſon, whoſe repoſe it is

both your duty and intereſt to promote ;

it is much more commendable contented

ly to incur the cenſure of a trifling diſpo

ſition, by a circumſtantial unalked relation

of inſignificant incidents, than to give any

room for apprehending the leaſt degree of

reſerve. Such a conſtant method of pro- '

ceeding, together with a reaſonable com

pliance, is the moſt likely to cure this

painful turn of mind ; for, by withhold

ing every ſupport that could give ſtrength

to it, the want of matter to feed on may

probably in time cauſe its extinction : If,

a

H 2
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unhappily, it is ſo conſtitutional, ſo inter

woven with the foul, as to become, in a

manner, inſeparably united with it, no

thing remains but to ſubmit patiently to

the will of Heaven, under the preſſure

of an unalterable evil ; to guard carefully

againſt the natural conſequence of repeated

undeſerved ſuſpicions, namely, a growing

indifference which too frequently termi

nates in averfion ; and, by conſidering

ſuch a ſituation as a trial of obedience and

reſignation, to receive the comfort that

muſt ariſe from properly exerciſing one of

the moſt exalted of the Chriſtian virtues :

I cannot diſmiſs this ſubject without

adding a particular caution to yourſelf con

cerning it.
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JEALOUSY is, on ſeveral accounts, ſtili

more inexcuſable in a woman--there is

not any thing that ſo much expoſes lier to

ridicule, or ſo much ſubjects her to thein

ſult of affrontive addreſſes - it is an inlet

to almoſt every poſſible evil, the fata !

ſource of innumerable indiſcretions, the

ſure deſtruction of her own peace, and fre

quently is the bane of her huſband's affec

tion ! Give not a momentary harbour to

its ſhadow in your heart - fly from it as

from the face of a fiend that would lead

your unwary ſteps into a gulph of unalter

able miſery. When once embarked in the

matrimonial voyage, the fewer faults you

diſcover in your partner, the better ; ne

ver ſearch after what it will give you no

pleaſure to find-never deſire to hear, what

H 3
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you will not like to be told ;-therefore

avoid that tribe of impertinents, who, either

from a malicious love of diſcord ,or from the

meaner, tho' leſs criminal motive of ingra

tiating themſelves, by gratifying the blame

able curioſity of others, fow diffention

wherever they gain admittance ; and, by

telling unwelcome truths, or, more fre

quently, by inſinuating invented falſe

hoods, injure innocent people, diſturb do

meſtic union, and deſtroy the peace of fá

milies : Treat theſe emiſſaries of Satan

with the contempt they deſerve ; hear not

what they offer to communicate, but give

them at once to underſtand, that you can

never look on thoſe as your friends, who

ſpeak in a diſadvantageous manner ofthat

perſon whom you would always chooſe to

5

1

1
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fee in the moſt favourable light. If they

are not effectually ſilenced by ſuch rebukes,

be inacceſſible to their viſits, and break

off all acquaintance with ſuch incorrigible

peſts of ſociety, who will be ever upon
the

watch to ſeize an unguarded opportunity

of diſturbing your repoſe.

SHOULD the companion of your life be

guilty of ſome ſecret indiſcretions, run not

the hazard of being told by theſe mali

cious meddlers , what, in fact, it is better

for you never to know ; but, if ſomeun

avoidable accident betrays an imprudent

correſpondence, take it for a mark of

eſteem , that he endeavours to conceal

from you what he knows you muſt, upon

a principle of reaſon and religion, diſap

H4
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1

prove -- and do not, by diſcovering your

acquaintance with it, take off the reſtraint

which your ſuppoſed ignorance lays him

under, and thereby, perhaps, give a lati

tude to undiſguiſed irregularities. Be aſa

fured, whatever accidental fallies the

gaiety of incontiderate youth may lead him

into, you can never be indifferent to him

whilſt he is careful to preſerve your peace,

by concealing what he imagines mightbe

an infringement of it : Reft then ſatisfied

that time and reaſon will moſt certainly

get the better of all faults which proceed

not from a bad heart ; and that, by main

taining the firſt place in his eſteem , your

happineſs will be built on too firm a

foundation to be eaſily ſhaken .

2
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I Have been thus particular on thechoice

of a huſband, and on the material parts

of conduct in a married life, becauſe there

on depends not only the temporal, but of

ten the eternal felicity of thoſe who enter

into that ſtate ;-a conſtant ſcene of difa .

greement, of ill nature, and quarrels, ne

ceſſarily unfitting the mind for every re

ligious and ſocial duty, by keeping it in a

diſpoſition directly oppoſite to thatChriſtian

piety , to that practical benevolence and ra

tional compoſure, which alone can prepare

it for everlaſting happineſs.

INSTRUCTIONS on this head, conſidering

your tender age, may ſeem premature, and

ſhould have been deferred until occaſion

called for them , had our ſituation allowed
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me frequent opportunities of communica

ting my ſentiments to you but that not

being the caſe, I chooſe in this epiſtle, at

once, to offer you my beſt advice in every

circumſtance of great moment to your

well-being , both here and hereafter, left

at a more proper ſeaſon it may not hap

pen to be in my power. You may defer

the particular confideration of this part;

till the deſign of entering into a new ſcenę

of life may make it uſeful to you.;---which ,

II hope, will not be for ſome years -- an

unhappy marriage being generallythe con

fequence of a too early engagement, before

reaſon has gained ſufficient ſtrength to form .

à ſolid judgment, on which only a pro

per choice can be determined . Great

is thehazard of a miſtake, and irretrievable

a

.
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the effects of it !_Many are the degrees

between happineſs and miſery ! Abſolute

miſery, I will venture to affirm , is to be

avoided, by a proper behaviour, even un

der all the coinplicated ills of hunan life :

-But to arrive at that proper behaviour,

requires the higheſt degree of Chriſtian phi

lofophy ;-and who would voluntarily put

themſelves upon a ſtate of trial ſo ſevere,

in which not one of a thouſand has been

found able to come off victorious ?-Be.

tween this and poſitive happineſs there are

innumerable ſteps of comparative evil

each has its ſeparate conflict, variouſly

difficult, differently painful,underallwhich

a patient ſubmiſſion and a conſcious pro

priety of behaviour is the only attainable

good. Far fhort indeed of poſſible tem
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poral felicity is the eaſe ariſing from hence !

Reſt not content with the proſpect of ſuch

eaſe, but fix on a more eligible point of

view, by aiming at true happineſs ;-and,

take my word, that can never be found in

a married ſtate , without the three eſſential

qualifications already mentioned, Virtue,

Good -Nature, and Good - Senſe in a hul

band. Remember, therefore, my dear

girl , this repeated caution, if ever you re

ſolve on marriage - Never to give your

hand to a man who wants any of them,

whatever other advantages he may be pof

feffed of ; fo ſhall you not only eſcape all

thofe vexations , which thouſands of un

thinking mortals hourly repent of having

brought upon themſelves, but, moſt afſu .

redly, if it is not your own fault, you will
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enjoy that uninterrupted domeſtic har

mony, in the affectionate fociety of a vir

tuous companion, which conſtitutes the

higheſt ſatisfaction of human life. Such

an union , founded on reaſon and religion ,

cemented by mutual eſteem and tender

neſs, is a kind of faint emblem - if the

compariſon may be allowed -- of the pro

miſed reward of virtue in a future ſtate ;

and, moſt certainly, it is an excellent pre

parative for it, by preſerving a perfect equa

nimity, by keeping a conſtant compoſure of

mind, which naturally lead to the proper

diſcharge of all the religious and ſocial du

ties of life, and theſe form the unerring

road to everlaſting peace. The firſt have

been already ſpoken to --- it remains only

to mention fome few of the latter,
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AMONGST theſe, ECONOMY 'may,'per

haps, be thought improperly placed ; yet

many of the duties we owe to ſociety be

ing often rendered impracticable by the

want of it, there is not ſo much impro

priety in ranking it under this head as may

at firſt be imagined : For inſtance, a man

who lives at an expence beyond what his

income will ſupport, lays himſelf under'a

neceſſity of being unjuſt, by withholding

from his creditors what they have a right

to demand from him as their due, accord

ing to all laws both human and divine

and thereby he often entails ruin on an in

nocent-family, who, but for theloſs ſuſtaina

ed by his extravagance, miglit have com

fortably ſubſiſted on the profits of their in

duſtry ; -he likewiſe puts it but ofhisown
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power to give that relief to the indigent,

which, by the laws of humanity, they have

a right to expect the goods of fortune

being given”-as a great divine excellently

obſerves— “ for the uſe and ſupport of o

thers, as well as for the perſon on whom

they are beſtowed . ” — Theſe are ſurely

great breaches of that duty we oweto our

fellow - creatures, and are effects very
fre

quently and naturally produced by the

want of economy.

You will find it a very good method to

to regulate your ſtated expences as to bring

them always one- fourth part within your

certain annual income ;-by theſe means

you will avoid at any time being diſtreſſed

by unforeſeen accidents, and you will have
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it more eaſily in your power materially to

relieve thoſe who deſerve affiftance.But

the giving trifling ſums, indifcriminately,

to ſuch as appear neceflitous, is far from

being commendable it is an injury to fo

ciety -- it is an encouragement to idleneſs,

and helps to fill the ſtreets with lazy beg

gars,
who live upon miſapplied bounty, to

the prejudice of the induftrious poor. Theſe

are uſeful members of the commonwealth ,

and on them ſuch benefactions might be

ſerviceably beſtowed . Be ſparing, there

fore, in this kind of indiſcriminate dona

tions -- they are too conſtantly an inſigni-

ficant relief to the receivers - ſuppofing

them really in want and, frequently re

peated, they amount to a conſiderable fum

in the year's account. The proper ob
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1

poverty and

jects of charity are thoſe, who, by unavoid

able misfortunes, have fallen from affluent

circumſtances into a ſtate of

difttels — thofe alſo, who, by unexpected .

diſappointments in trade; are on the point

of being reduced to an impoſſibility of

carrying on that buſineſs on which their

preſent ſubſiſtence and their future pro

fpects in life depend, from the incapacity

of raiſing an immediate ſum to furmount

the difficulty - and thoſe; who, by their

utmoſtinduſtry, can hardly ſupport their fa

miliesabove the miſeriesof want - orwho,

by age or by illneſs, are rendered incapable

of labour : -- Appropriate a certain part of

your income to the relief of theſe real di..

îtreſſes. To the firſt give as largely as

your circumſtances will allow ;-to the feu

I

.

.
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cond - after the example of an excellent

prelate of our own church-lend, if it is

inyour power, a ſufficient ſum to prevent

thethreatened ruin , on condition of being

repaid the loan , without intereſt, if Provi- ,

dence enables them , by future ſucceſs, to

do it with convenience. The fame me

thod may be uſed where indigence renders

induſtry unavailable, by depriving it of the

means to lay in aſmall original ſtock to be

iinproved . - Never take a note of hand,

or any acknowledgement of ſuch loan , left

what you intended for a benefit ſhould be

afterwards made the inſtrument of ruin to

the receiver, by a different diſpofition in

your ſucceſſor. But ſuch aſiſtance ought

not to be given to any, without a thorough

knowledge of their character, and froin
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having good reaſon to believe them not

only induftrious but ſtrictly honeft --which

will be a fufficient obligation on them for

the repayment ; and the fums fo repaid

ought to be laid by, till an opportunity

again offers of making them , in likeman

ner, ſerviceable to others .-- The latter fort,

who are able to work, may, by a ſmall ad

dition to the profits of their own labour,

be reſcued from miſery, and may be put

into a comfortable way of ſubſiſtence ,

Thoſe who by age or by infirmity are ren

dered utterly incapable ofſupportingthem

ſelves, have an undoubted right, not only

to theneceſſaries, but even to ſome of the

conveniencies of life, from all whom Pro

vidence has placed in the more happy ſtate

of affluence and independence,

I 2
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As
your

fortune and fituation are yet

undetermined, I have purpoſely laid down

ſuch rules as may be adapted to every ſta

tion . A large fortune gives greater op

portunity ofdoing good, and of communi

cating happineſs in a inore extenfive de

gree — but a ſmall one is no excuſe for

withholding a proportionate relief from

real and deſerving objects of compaſſion :

to afſift them is an indiſpenſable duty of

Chriſtianity. The firſt and great com

mandment is, To love God with all your

heart; —the ſecond, To love your neigh-.

bour as yourſelf .- Whojoſeeth his brother

in need, and ſhutteth up his bowels of com

paffion, how dwelleth the love ofGodin him ?

-Or how the love of his neighbour ?

If deficient in theſe primary duties, vain

C
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are the hopes of acceptance built on a par

tial obedience to the leſſer branches of the

law !_Inability is often pleaded as an ex

cufe for the want of charity, by perſons

who make no ſcruple of daily laviſhing on

their pleaſures, what, if better applied,

might have made an indigent family hap

py thro ’ life; - theſe perſons loſe ſight of

real felicity, by the miſtaken purſuit of its

ſhadow : The pleaſures which engroſs

their attention , die in the enjoyment, are

often ſucceeded by remorſe, and always by

ſatiety ; whereas the true joy, the ſweet

complacency reſulting from benevolent

actions, encreaſes by reflection , and muſt

be immortal as the ſoul. So exactly, ſo

kindly.is our duty made to coincide with

our preſent as well as future intereſt, that

I 3
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incomparably more fatisfaction will accrue

to a conſiderate mind,from denying itſelf

even ſome of the agreeables in life, in order

the more effectually to relieve the unfortu

nate , than could ariſe from a full indul

gence of every temporal gratification .

1

However ſmall your income may be,

remember that a part of it is due to merit

in diſtreſs ; - ſetby an annual ſum for this

purpoſe, even tho' it ſhould obligé you to

abate ſome unneceſſary expence to raiſe

the fund : By this method perſons of flen

der fortune have been enabled to do much

good, and to give happineſs to many. If

your ſtock will not admit of frequent

draughts upon it, be the more circum

ſpect with regard to the merit of thoſeyou
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relieve, that bounties, not in your power

to repeat often, may not be miſapplied : --

-3. But if Providence, by a more ample for

tune, ſhould bleſs you with a larger ability

of being ſerviceable to your fellow - crea

tures, prove yourſelf worthy of the truſt

repoſed inyou , by making a proper uſe of
2

it . - Wide as your influence can extend ,

turn the cry of diſtreſs and danger into the

fong of joy and ſafety -- feed the hungry,

clothe the naked, comfort the afflicted ,

give medicine to the ſick, and, with either,

beſtow all the alleviation their unfortunate

circumſtances can admitof :.Thus may

you truly make a friend of the unrighteous

mammon - thus you may turn the periſh

able goods of fortune into everlaſting

bleffings :-Upon earth you will partake :

1.4
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that happineſs you impart to others, and

you will lay up for yourſelf. Treaſures in

Heaven, where neither moth nor ruſt can

corrupt, and where thieves do not break .

through nor fleal...

A PERSON who has once experience !

the advantages of a right action , will be led

by the motive of preſent ſelf -intereſt, as :

well as by future expectation ,to the cons

tinuance of it. There is noinjunction of

Chriſtianity that a ſincere Chriſtian , by.obe :

dience, will not find is ſo calculated as to be

diretly, in ſome meaſure, its own reward.

The forgiveneſs of injuries to which

is annexed the promiſe of pardon for our

own offences, and which is required by the
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goſpel, not only ſo faras to forbear all kinds

of retaliation , but alſo to render us equally

diſpoſed to ſerve, with our utmoſt power,,

thoſe perſonswho have wilfully injured us,

as if no ſuch injury had been received from

them - hasby ſome been accounted a hard

precept ;-
yet the difficulty of it ariſes

merely from , andis proportionable to, the

badneſs of the heart, by which it is ſo

eſteemed : A good diſpoſition finds a fu-"

perlative pleaſure in returning good for

evil ;-and, by an inexpreſſible ſatisfaction

of mind, in ſo doing, feels the preſent re

ward of obedience :--whereas a ſpirit of:

revenge is incompatible with happineſs, an

inplacable temper being a conſtant tor

ment to its poſſeſſor; and the man who re

turns an injury feels morereal miſery from

*
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the rancour of his own heart, than itis ini

his power to inflict upon another

aSHOULD a friendwound you in themoſt

tender part, by betraying a confidence re .

poſed, prudence forbidstheexpoſing your

felf to a ſecond deception, by placing any

future truſt in ſuch a perfon ; but though

here all obligations of intimacy ceaſe, thoſe

of benevolence and humanity remain ftill

in full force, and are equally binding, as

to every act of ſervice and alliftance, even

to the ſuffering a leſſer evil yourſelf, in or

der to procure a much greater good to the

perſon, by whom you have been thus ill

uſed . This is in general allowed to be

the duty of every individual to all, as a .

member of ſociety — but it is particularly

1

2
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iſtanced inthe preſent cafe, to thew , that

not even abreach offriendfhip -- the high

eſt of all provocations will cancel the

duty, at all times equally and unalterably

binding, the duty of promotingboth the

temporaland eternal happineſs of all your

fellow - creatures, by every method in yours

power.

*: " It has been by many thought imperti:

nent at any timeto offer unaſked advice ;

--the reaſon of which may be chiefly ow

ing to its being too frequently tendered

with a ſupercilious air that implies a con

ceited conſciouſneſs ofſuperior wiſdom :

it is the manner, therefore, more than the

thing itſelf, that gives difguft.
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any

1

If thoſe with whomyouhave de

gree of intimacy are guilty of what to you

appears either wrong, or indiſcreet, ſpeak

your opinion to them with freedom ,'

thoughyou ſhould even loſe a nominal

friend by ſo doing : Silence makes you,

in ſome meaſure, an acceffary to the fault.

But having thus once diſcharged your

duty, reſt there they are to judge for

themſelves ;-to repeat fuch admonitions

is both uſeleſs and impertinent- and they

will then be thought to proceed rather

from pride than from good -nature. To

the perſons concerned only are you to

ſpeak your diſapprobation of their con

duct ;-when they are cenſured by others,

ſay all that truth or probability will per

mit in their juſtification .
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IT often happens, that, upon an acci

dental quarrel between friends, they ſepa

rately appeal to a third perſon ;-in ſuch

caſe, alternately take the oppoſite ſide,

alledging every argument in favour of the

abſent party, and placing the miſtakes of

the complainer in theſtrongeſt light . This

method may probably at firſt diſpleaſe,

but is always right, as it is the moſt likely

to procure a reconciliation : If that takes

place, each equally obliged, will thank

fully approve your conduct ;-- if not, you

will have the fatisfaction of, at leaſt, en

deavouring to have been the reſtorer of

peace. A contrary behaviour, which ge

nerally proceeds from the mean deſire of

pleaſing, by flattery, at the expence of

truth, often widens a trifling breach into

I
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-

open and irreconcileable enmity :-People

of this difpofition are the worſt fort of in

cendiaries,-the greateſt plague of human

ſociety, becauſe the moſt difficult to be

guarded againſt, from their always wear

ing the ſpecious diſguiſe of pretended ap

probation and friendfhip to the preſent,

and equaily deceitful reſentment againſt

the abſent perſon or company.

To enumerate all the ſocial duties

would lead me too far ; -- ſuffice it, there

fore, my dear, in few words to fum up

what remains. Let truth ever dwell

upon your tongue -- Scorn to flatter any,

and deſpiſe the perſon who would prac

tiſe fo baſe an art upon yourſelf.Be

honeſtly open in every part of your beha
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viour and converfation . All with whom

you have intercourſe, even down to the

meaneſt ſtation, have a right to civility

and good -frumour from you :-a fuperio

rity of rank or fortune is no licence for

a proud ſupercilicus behaviour - the dif

advantages of a dependent ſtate are alone

ſufficient to labour under, it is both unjuſt

and cruel to increaſe them, either by a

haughty deportment, or by the unwarrant

able exerciſe of a capricious temper.

EXAMINE every part of your conduct

towards others, by the unerring rule of

Suppoſing a change of places ; this will

certainly lead to an impartial judgment.

Do then what appears to you right, or, in

other words, what you would they fould do
1
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unto you — which comprehends every duty

relative to fociety .

Aim at perfection , or you will never at

tain an amiable degree of virtue. Be reli-,

gious without hypocriſy,piouswithout en

thuſiaſm . Endeavour to merit the favour

of God, by a ſincere and uniform obedi

ence, to whatever you know or believe to

be his will : And, ſhould afflictive evils

be permitted to cloud the fun - fhine of

your brighteſt days, receive them with fub

miffion ,-fatisfied that a Being equally

wife, omniſcient, and beneficent, at once

ſees and intends the good of his whole

creation ; and that every general or parti

cular diſpenſation of his providence, to

wards the rational part of it, is ſo calcula
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a.

tedas to be productive of ultimate hap

pineſs, which nothing but the miſbehavi

our of individuals can prevent to them

ſelves. This truth is ſurely an unanſwer

able argument for abſolute reſignation to

the will ofGod ;-and ſuch a reſignation ,

founded upon reaſon and choice, not en

forced by neceſſity, is unalterable peace of

mind, fixed on too firm a baſis to be ſha

ken by adverſity :-Pain, poverty, ingra

titude, caluinny, and even the loſe of thoſe

we hold moſt dear, may each tranſiently

affect, but united cannot mortally wound

it. Upon this principle you will find it

poffible, not only to be content, but cheer

ful under all the diſagreeable circum

ſtances, which this ſtate of probation is

liable to ; and, by making a proper uſe of

K
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thein , you may effe £tually remove the garb

of terror from the laſt of all temporal

evils . Learn then , with grateful pleaſure,

to meet approaching death as the kind re

mover of every painful ſenſation, as the

friendly guide to perfect, to everlaſting

happineſs.

BELIEVE me, this is not mere theory,

--my own experience every moment

proves the fact undeniably true—my con

duct, in all thoſe relations which ſtill ſub

fist with ine, nearly as human imperfec

tion will allow, is governed by the rules

here laid down for you, and it produces the

conſtant rational compoſure, which con

ſtitutes the molt perfect felicity of human

life ; -- For with truth I can aver , that I
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daily feel incomparably more real fatis

faction , more true contentment in my

preſent retirement, than the gayeſt ſcenes

of feſtive mirth ever afforded me : I am

pleaſed with this life, without an anxious

thought for the continuance of it, and am

happy in the hope of exchanging it here

after for a life infinitely better . My ſoul,

unſtained by the crimes unjuſtly imputed

to me, moſt ſincerely forgives the malici

ous authors of theſe imputations;-itan

ticipates the future pleaſure of an open ac

quittal, and in that expectation, loſes the

pain of preſent undeſerved cenſure. By

this is meant the inſtance that was made

the ſuppoſed foundation for the laſt of in

numerable injuries, which I have received

K2
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few : nay,

through him from whom I am conſcious

of having deſerved the kindeſt treatment :

Other faults, no doubt, I might have

many ; --- to him I had very for

ſeveral years, I cannot, upon reflection,

accuſe myſelf of any thing, but of a too

abſolute, too unreſerved obedience to

every injunction, even where plainly con

trary to the dictates of my own reafon.

How wrong ſuch a compliance was, has

been clearly proved by many inſtances,

in which it has been fince moſt ungene

rouſly and moſt ungratefully urged as a

circumſtantial argument againſt me.

It muſt indeed be owned , that for the

two or three laſt years, tired with a long
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ſeries of repeated inſults, of a nature al,

moſt beyond the power of imagination to

conceive, my temper became ſoured ;-a

conſtant fruitleſs endeavour to oblige was

changed into an abſolute indifference

about it ; and ill -humour, occafioned by

frequent diſappointment, a conſequence

I have experimentally warned you againſt,

was, perhaps, ſometimes too much indul

ged . How far the unequalled provoca

tions
may

be allowed as an excuſe for

this, Heaven only muſt determine, whoſe

goodneſs has thought fit to releaſe me

from the painful ſituation , though by a

method, at preſent, not the moſt eligible,

as it is the cauſe of a ſeparation from my

children alſo, and thereby has put it out
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of my power to attend, in the manner 1

could have wiſhed, to their education ;

a duty that inclination would have led

me with equal care and pleaſure more

amply to fulfil, had they continued un

der my direction . - But as Providence®

has thought fit otherwiſe to determine,

contented I ſubmit to every diſpenſation,

convinced that all things are ordered for

the beſt, and that they will in the end

work together for good to them that fear

God, and who ſincerely endeavour to

keep his commandments.--If in theſe I

err, I am certain it is owing to a miſtake

in the judgment, not to a defect of the

will.

1

1
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Thus have I endeavoured, my dear

girl, in ſome meaſure, to compenſate both

to you and to your ſiſters the depravation

of a conſtant maternal care, by adviſing

you, according to my beſt ability, in the

moſt material parts of your conduct thro'

life, as particularly as the compaſs of a

letter would allow me. - May theſe few

inſtructions be as ſerviceable to you as my

wiſhes would make them ! And may that

Almighty Being, to whom my daily

prayers aſcend for your preſervation ,

grant you his heavenly benediction ; may

he keep you from all moral evil, lead

you into the paths of righteouſneſs and

peace—and may he give us all a happy

meeting in that future ſtate of unalterable
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felicity, which is prepared for thoſe, whe,

by patient continuance in well-doing, ſeek

after glory and immortality.

I am,

Your truly affectionate mother,

S. PENNINGTON.
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